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10 arora-lucid: woah, this is ubuntu since hardy? !info arora-lucid Package arora-lucid does not exist in saucy grek72: oh, well try to install the driver from the site of the wifi card's manufacturer i did that and it works !info arora lucid Package arora does not exist in lucid arora-lucid is not an ubuntu package but with my ispconfig arora-lucid is "maintained" by the debian guys in the debian
wiki no idea if there is a package for ubuntu. but it is not a driver issue grek72: ok, try to copy and paste the contents of /etc/modprobe.d/iwlwifi.conf, into paste.ubuntu.com and paste the link here bekks - arora works fine on my other win 7 install... bunjee: So please answer my question. ok I don't understand why my router is rejecting my connection. It worked fine on 13.04. The config is
the same (i think) on both installs, but I can't get 13.10 to work. I'm able to ssh into my server from any other computer, but not from my 13.10 install. I'm not able to answer, bekks, since I've never used arora, nor am I familiar with the networking terminology. bunjee: OK, so you have no clue at all why it doesnt work. bekks - yeah bekks - I use a different browser at work and it works fine
there. bekks - bunjee: And what
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